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ted from flyco, to their operational frequencies and set off to accomplish their
missions. Should any aircraft get into
difficulties when it is away from the ship,
flyco will immediately be informed by the
Direction Officer or the Operations Officer
and the emergency will be assessed by
Lt-Cdr Flying. If necessary, he will inform
Cdr Air, who will decide on the course of
action to be taken. If the emergency is
such that the aircraft requires an immediate landing on arrival at the ship,
Lt-Cdr Flying must have the deck cleared
away for recovery. All aircraft on the
flight deck must be put into the aircraft
park until the emergency landing has been
completed.
After an emergency landing, it must be
decided whether there is still enough time
to re-spot the aircraft for the next launch,

whether the aircraft airborne have sufficient fuel remaining to accept a delay in
their recovery time, or whether the next
launch must be abandoned. For obvious
reasons this decision
must be made
rapidly and instructions given to the Flight
Deck Officer and Aircraft Control Room
officer. If the launch is abandoned, Lt-Cdr
Flying must ensure that enough aircraft
are struck down to the hangar to leave
room in the aircraft park for the aircraft
which have to be recovered.
All aircraft, on returning to the ship,
report their fuel states to flyco and LtCdr Flying makes sure no aircraft reaches
such a dangerously low fuel state that it
cannot he recovered by the ship or diverted to a shore station or another ship.
When all the aircraft of a serial have
returned to the ship flyco informs them of

the order of landing and the time at which
they must join the landing circuit. This he
calculates from the expected length of time
to complete the launch and he endeavours
to arrange for the first aircraft in the
recovery to be on the approach as the last
aircraft in the launch is fired from the
catapult. In this way precious seconds
may be cut from the time the carrier spends
steaming into wind on the steady course,
at a steady speed, presenting a vulnerable
target to the enemy.
These examples of the functions of
flyco give an idea of the multitude of
problems dealt with daily; and at the
most tense moment it is quite possible the
Victualling Officer may ring up to ask if
bread, for delivery to the escorts by helicopter, can be brought up to the flight
deck.

HE main propulsion machinery in
Hermes is arranged on the principle
known as unitisation. There are two units,
each made up of two boilers, one H P
turbine and one LP turbine; and one set
of main gearing which transmits 38,000
shp to the propeller shaft. In the units
there are feed pumps, fuel pumps &c.
associated with the main engines; and
appended to each unit is a set of evaporators, two steam turbo alternators and a
steam catapult. Cross sections between the
two units mean that, in the event of
damage, the boilers of one unit could
operate the machinery of the damaged
unit. But normally the units are run as
two separate ones.
Each boiler room has two boilers which
are contained in a box. Above the boilers,
in a fan flat, are the forced draught blowers and the boiler room ventilating fans.
The blowers discharge the combustion air
at high pressure to the boiler box and the
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Ventilation heat exchanger and thermostats

Evaporating plant

The air-conditioning plant and (below) one
of the main machinery spaces

the speed of the ship-are operated, and
grouped at that position are the associated
gauges and indicators. There are also
watchkeeping panels which indicate if the
auxiliaries which are not fitted in the spaces
outside the main machinery spaces, and
are not the subject of direct watchkeeping,
are running satisfactorily. The main gearing which reduces the speed of the turbines, and from which the propeller shaft is
driven, is contained in a separate room.
All the fresh water needed by the ship's
company, and that required to make good
the inevitable losses of boiler feed water
from leaking steam glands or joints, is
provided from two large evaporators. The

Some notes on the
air finds its way to the boiler registers, thus
supporting the combustion of the fuel.
There is a very good reason for boxing
the boilers. If the huge volume of air needed for burning the furnace fuel contained
any `bugs' of atomic warfare, and was not
contained in the box, the boiler room
would become contaminated and personnel exposed to a risk which could be fatal.
Further, decontamination would be a
major and lengthy job. The ventilating
fans deliver air through trunking direct to
the watchkeeping positions in the boiler
room.
The furnace fuel oil is pumped to the
boilers by one of two pumps; the second
pump being a stand-by; and the spill
system is used to deliver the fuel to the
sprayers of the boiler. As the requirement
of steam increases or decreases, the `spill'
valve in the system shuts or opens, spilling
fuel in the correct amount to the sprayers.
The balance is returned to the oil fuel
pump suction.
Each engine room contains an HP and
LP turbine and its auxiliaries, such as
pumps and feed pumps. At the forward
. end of each room is the starting platform,
where the manoeuvring valves, which control the speed of the turbines - and hence
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The engineers' workshop and (below) the machinery control room - one of the nerve
centres of ` Hermes'

feed water losses in Hermes are, in fact,
remarkably low, because of good workmanship and design of the steam pipe
stresses and the introduction of a naval
drainage system. These two factors, plus
the high efficiency of lagging of machinery,
have greatly subdued the wild heat normally present in a machinery installation.
This, coupled with a well conceived ventilation system, has resulted in good habitability - a matter of extreme importance in
a warship, where fighting efficiency would
fall off under bad living and working
conditions.
One of the most impressive features of
Hermes is the remote and automatic control arrangement for the main machinery.
One machinery control room controls
both units and in this room are two large
consoles, each controlling the speed of a
propeller shaft. There is one operator for
each console, and gauges and indicators
readily show him the general state of the
main machinery in the unit driving the

The engineers' office
propeller shaft he is controlling. As an
order is received from the bridge to increase or decrease the shaft speed, the
shaft revolutions required are obtained by
the operator by the movement of a lever
on the console which causes an air-driven
motor on the throttle valves of the main
turbine in the engine room to open or shut
the throttle valve.
As the valve opens and speeds up the
turbine and propeller shaft, the boiler pressure falls. This fall is sensed by an instrument which relays it to a transmitter which,
in turn, operates the air-driven motor that
closes the spill valve in the system, thus
giving the correct amount of fuel to the
boilers. As the amount of fuel burnt is
increased, there is an increased demand
for air for combustion, so automatically
the forced draught blowers are speeded up.
The cable deck

The machinery necessary to maintain
and support the aircraft in the carrier is
sited outside the main machinery spaces.
Essential to the operation of the latest
naval aircraft are the two steam catapults
and the arresting gear. The catapults are
of a type invented in Britain and manufactured by Brown Brothers of Edinburgh.
Steam from the main boilers is stored at a
selected pressure in twin receivers before
the launch and while the aircraft is being
automatically positioned by the rollers of
the aircraft positioner and connected to
the catapult `shuttle' and deck holdback
by the catapult crew. The holdback incorporates a `weak link' which breaks during
the launch. The aircraft is tensioned by
moving the shuttle forward until bridle
and holdback are taut, and is then run-up
to take-off power. When all is ready the
Directing Officer signals the launch and
the pressing of a button in the deck edge
control position, known as the 'howdah',
starts an electro-hydraulic control sequence which culminates in the opening of
the launching valve and the admission of
the stored steam to the cylinders of the
catapult. The pistons in the twin cylinders
are accelerated forward, driving the catapult shuttle and aircraft with them. At the
end of the stroke the pistons are brought
to rest by a water braking system.
The arresting gear, of the hydro-pneumatic type, manufactured by MacTaggart
Scott, has five deck spans connected to
three arresting units slung under the flight
deck. As the hook of a landing aircraft
engages a deck span, the two ends of the
span pull out the 'main reeve' of the gear,
as if hauling on a multi-fold purchase.
The 'blocks', or crossheads, of the purchase come together, thereby forcing a
ram into a cylinder and displacing the fluid
therein into an air-loaded accumulator.
The flow of fluid from cylinder to accumulator is regulated by a special `spline
valve' whose opening varies with ram
position, thus ensuring a smoothly controlled retardation. After arresting, the
gear is 'reset' by allowing the accumulator
air pressure to force the fluid back into the
main cylinder. The setting of the spline
valve can be varied to suit different aircraft weights.
Hermes is also fitted with liquid oxygen
plants to produce the oxygen required by
pilots when flying at high altitudes; and
there is also machinery for testing and
maintaining the latest weapons.

The problems of
' HOUSEKEEPING'

Although the wardroom is equipped to cater for some 220 officers, space limits the capacity to 100 at one sitting

S the modern carrier, is as important a
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problem to the nine officers in the Supply
Department as to others and produces difficulties not faced by comparable organisations ashore. Controlling the whole supply organisation which consists of some
200 officers and men is a Commander,
assisted by a Lieutenant-Commander as
deputy, whose primary concerns are the
employment of the men and co-ordinating
the activities of the individual sections of
the department to the single end of providing for and administering to the needs
of the ship and its squadrons with a complement of 189 officers and 1,643 men.
Firstly, there is the naval and air stores
organisation, responsible for obtaining,
issuing and accounting for over 30,000
items ranging in size from a minute capacitor to an aircraft mainplane. Really large
items are stowed in the hangars, on the
bulkheads or on shelves, but the vast
majority are stowed below in sixteen
special storerooms.
A twenty-four hour service is maintained for emergency issues and, for the
benefit of the aircraft maintenance staff,
issue centres supplying the more common
spares, tools and test equipment are
manned in the hangar and in the aircraft
workshops whenever aircraft are being
maintained.
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or the comparative lack of it, in

Computers are being introduced into
large Naval store depots ashore, but for
the present the task of store accounting
and stock control in ships is unmechanised
and produces reams of paper work occupying a large part of the working day of the
one officer and nineteen ratings in this
section. But whenever the ship arrives
alongside in port the paper work has to be
left to build-up, as all hands are required
for the primary task of disembarking unserviceable stores and replenishing stocks.

In addition to ensuring the orderly embarkation and stowage of what stores are
available, the Stores Officer must keep the
various technical officers informed of those
items not available or in short supply, so
that Admiralty can be asked to allocate
priorities. Right up to the time the last
brow is unshipped, lorries arrive alongside, but even sailing brings little respite,
for urgent items affecting the availability
of aircraft and equipment must still be
obtained by air.
The Victualling Officer and his ten ratings fulfil a similar supply function with
food, with its associated equipment, and
clothing. Modern refrigerators allow up

The Petty Officers' dining hall has accommodation for seventy-two
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Above: An infra-red overhead heater keeps food hot in the Chief Petty Officers
galley. Below left: Ovens and boiling range in the main galley. Below right: The arrangement

of the main and other galleys is the
result of the careful application of
work study techniques.
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to thirty days' fresh fruit and vegetables
to be carried in addition to the several
months' stock of meat and the many items
of dry goods required to maintain the
varied diet that service catering nowadays
demands. With such stowage space, full
use can be made of `good buys' in the ports
visited; frozen trout from Oslo, swordfish
steaks from Gibraltar, oranges and grapefruit from Cyprus, sweet corn on the cob
from Norfolk, Virginia.
In a carrier the wide range of specialised
clothing for aircrew and flight deck personnel adds to the normal ship task of
providing 'slops' - uniform items for sale
to the ship's company - loan clothing.
In civilian terms the catering task is one
of running four restaurants, a bakery and
a snack bar for aircrew. The main restaurant in Hermes is that for the 1,250
junior ratings. At peak periods some
twenty-five men pass through the two
serveries each minute, choosing from the
various dishes on the menu and helping
themselves to vegetables and sweet. Space
only allows 425 seats in this dining hall
and at such times there is no encouragement to linger after the meal. In the two
senior ratings' dining halls 430 Chief Petty
Officers and Petty Officers are served by
their messmen, but again, with only
seventy-two seats in each, a swift turnover
is essential at peak periods.
The wardroom can cater for some 220
officers and there are cabins for that
number. With the needs for training, and
demands on accommodation by visiting
officials, few cabins will ever be empty

when the ship is at sea. Such is the turnover in visitors and the frequency with
which aircrew come and go, that it is not
unrealistic to compare the wardroom to
a hotel providing all the normal service
which one expects in the civilian counterpart. But here also lack of space precludes
the maintenance of traditional standards,
for with only seating for just over 100 in
the wardroom it is no longer possible for
all the mess to dine together as in the past.
Yet if, with all the limitations, the wardroom Catering OffIcer and his staff of
stewards can achieve a smooth-running
` hotel' organisation, it will contribute to
the effIciency and happiness of the ship.
At sea, aircrew at readiness, and certain
officers who cannot be long absent from
command positions in the island, have to
be fed in the aircrew refreshment bar and
in the bridge mess. Furthermore, with aircraft often being maintained throughout
the night, light meals for maintenance
crews are provided in addition to the
traditional cocoa and biscuits always
available for night watchkeepers.
Unlike the other two services, who rely
on centralised pay accounting, it is a Naval
principle that, wherever possible, a man's
pay account should be kept in the ship
where the man is serving. The pay office
staff of eight writer ratings has therefore
not only to keep the pay accounts but to
keep the men satisfied that their pay and
allowances are correct. They also provide
full Post Office Savings Bank facilities
when the ship is away from the UK.
The Cash OffIcer himself deals with the

cash turnover of approximately £50,000 a
month. His particular nightmare is the
cruise programme, attractive to everyone
else in the number of countries visited,
which brings safes bulging with, at home
for example, West German marks, Danish
kroner, Swedish ore and Belgian francs;
and in the Mediterranean, Maltese pounds,
Italian lire, Spanish pesetas, and Greek
drachmae.
With a new ship with new aircraft, new
equipment and new ideas, the Admiralty
naturally relies on reports of experience
and technical data to evaluate performance and for the benefit of succeeding
ships. The co-ordination of all this is done
in the Captain's office by the Captain's
secretary and his team of four writer
ratings. Here also are kept the personal
records of officers and men and this is
where divisional officers will come for
advice on the many administrative problems affecting their men's careers.
Finally, the last section to come within
the administrative orbit of the supply
officer is the N AA F I staff of ten civilians,
although NAAFI itself is responsible for
stocking and running the ship's two company canteens. The Supply Officer's foremost problem is perhaps the need to find
adequate stowage space for sufficient
stocks of the bulky items required by the
sailor; notably soap powders - for although there is a ship's laundry many still
prefer to dhobey their own gear - cigarettes and canned beer, two cans of which
may be bought by each man generally on
days when shore leave is not given.

Left: The task of bread making is eased by an automatic plant. This can produce 360 lb at one baking with a full capacity of 4,300 loaves
daily in an emergency. Right: Included in the bakery equipment is machinery designed for making pies.
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H E standards of habitability in the
Royal Navy have been steadily improving since the days when recruitment
was either by the press gang or from
prisons. To provide sufficient personnel
when recruitment became voluntary,
conditions of service had to be made
reasonably comparable with those which
members of the crew could expect to
enjoy ashore. Habitability was improved
considerably between the wars, but the
second World War caused a deterioration
in living conditions because of the advent
of complex radar and asdic equipments
and sophisticated weapons. Considerable
space was required for maintenance
facilities for these equipments and for the
stowage of spare parts; in addition, the
personnel required to maintain the equipment increased the complements of most
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ships so that habitability standards were
considerably reduced.
Since the war the standard of living in
the country as a whole has increased
fairly rapidly and comparable increases
have therefore been made in the living
conditions on board H M ships. HMS
Hermes on completion was as up-to-date
in this respect as any of H M ships, although many further improvements are
envisaged in new designs.
In the past, officers' accommodation in
aircraft carriers was in single, double,
triple and even quadruple berth cabins;
in Hermes all cabins are single with the
exception of eight double cabins. Cabin
bulkheads are decorated with leather

cloth wallpaper and the bunks, furniture
and fittings have been improved. The
wardroom ante-room is also decorated
with leather cloth and the wardroom is
panelled with Formica. The deckheads in
both these compartments are lined with a
corrugated plastic material.
In the past, hammock sleeping was
provided for the crew in all H M ships.
This usually involved hammock billets
being provided in passageways, recreation
spaces and other unsuitable compartments. In Hermes bunk sleeping is provided for the whole crew. The majority of
bunks are in tiers three high and in many
cases the lower two berths convert to a
settee. The mess decks are also provided
with tables and chairs, kit lockers, suitcase stowages, boot lockers, mirrors,
electric razor sockets, games lockers,

In `Hermes' bunks have taken the place of hammocks on the mess decks
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bookshelves, litter bins, and ironing
boards. In senior ratings' messes carpets,
letter racks and washing-up cabinets are
also supplied.
When hammock sleeping was provided,
meals were generally taken on the mess
decks, but with the advent of bunk sleeping, insufficient room was available for
this and centralised messing became necessary. This system also has the advantage of
enabling the meals to be served hotter and
fresher than if they have to be carried
through the ship before being eaten.
Various serving systems have been tried
and H M S Hermes was originally designed
for a waiter service providing one set
meal only. This system was modified to a
cafeteria system providing a considerable
variety of choice. The change involved
some rearrangement of the dining halls
and new problems had to be solved, e.g. in
order to provide a variety of meals a large
number of dishes have to be kept hot
while being served. In the senior ratings'
servery this is achieved by an infra-red
overhead heater.
Separate galleys are provided for senior
and junior ratings in addition to the wardroom galley, and the equipment provided
includes roasters, fryers, grills, steam
ovens and boiling coppers. The arrangement of this equipment has been developed
by work study techniques and much of it
has been built in. In the preparing spaces
the equipment includes potato peeling
machines, chipping machines, mixing and
mincing machines and pie making machines.
All the bathrooms in HMS Hermes
contain showers and washbasins made of
stainless steel. The bathrooms are lined
with Formica to reduce the work of

A senior officer's cabin

Like all the bathrooms in `Hermes', this
officers' bathroom is lined with Formica and
has stainless steel washbasins

One of the double cabins for officers
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A Lieutenant's cabin

` Hermes' has a large fully-equipped sick
bay including wards (the general ward is
shown above left) and a complete operating
theatre with its own steriliser and emergency lighting equipment (top right). There
is also a laundry which features largescale washing machines (lower right) and a
wide range of pressing facilities. `Hermes'
has adopted a namesake leopard which is a
pride of Edinburgh's zoo.

T HE

keeping the compartments clean. The
decks are covered with spar chip filled
latex, except in decontamination bathrooms, which are tiled.
An up-to-date laundry is provided,
adequate to deal with all the laundering
requirements in the ship. The equipment
provided includes washing machines,
each capable of dealing with 100 lb of
laundry at one time, tumbler dryers and a
large variety of ironing machines capable
of dealing with all types of clothing.
There is a large sick bay, in which the
latest surgical and medical facilities have
been provided. An operating theatre,
consulting room, main ward and isolation
ward are fitted and there is a fully equipped
dental surgery.
The NAAFI canteen is fitted out to
enable a large range of beverages (including beer) to be sold, in addition to ice
cream and snacks. The canteen also sells
toilet goods such as shaving cream and
toothpaste and a large range of other
articles. Four slot machines are fitted
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The chapel

from which soft drinks can be obtained.
Each machine supplies three to four
alternative types of drink and one of the
machines supplies hot drinks such as
coffee and chocolate.
In ships now being designed, full airconditioning is being provided so that
good living conditions can be maintained
whatever outside temperatures are met.
In Hermes, however, only the operational
spaces are air-conditioned, except for one

mess deck near the boiler room uptakes.
The quantities of air provided by the
ventilation system, however, should be
sufficient to keep the temperatures reasonable even under tropical conditions.
Steam heating is provided in the ventilation systems for use when the outside
temperatures are l ow. Under these
conditions the air supply can be cut to
about one-third, the remaining two-thirds
being recirculated, so conserving heat in
the ship and reducing the load on the
heating arrangements.
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